In this paper, we demonstrated the direct generation of dip-type sidebands from a passively mode-locked fiber laser based on the evanescent field interaction of twodimensional material WS 2 and microfiber. The WS 2 nanosheets in polyvinyl alcohol solution are prepared through the liquid-phase exfoliation method and transferred onto a tapered fiber by the optical deposition method. The WS 2 -deposited microfiber device could both operate as a mode-locker for soliton generation and induce a strong polarization effect to constitute an artificial polarizer for dip-type sidebands formation. In experiment, six kinds of dipsidebands, namely, dip-dip type, hybrid peak-dip and dip type (І, ІІ), dual-peak-dip type (І, ІІ), and nearly-flat-top type are achieved by properly adjusting the pump strength and the polarization state in the laser cavity. Study found that the dynamic evolution of the dip-type sidebands along with the pump power is not reversible. In addition, we also obtained the maximum depth of ~16.8 dB and ~22 dB for dual-peak-dip type І and dual-peak-dip type ІІ, respectively, and their second-order forms. Our study shows clearly that WS 2 -assisted microfiber device can be as a mode-locker for soliton generation and a polarizer for studying nonlinear optics phenomenon in the fiber lasers simultaneously. 
Introduction
Over the past few decades, mode-locked fiber lasers have gained great attentions owing to their important applications in versatile fields such as nonlinear optics, laser spectroscopy, condensed matter physics, and material micromachining [1, 2] . So far, many passive modelocking methods, including the nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM) [3] , nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) [4] , semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [5] , graphene [6] , carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [7] , topological insulators (TIs) [8] [9] [10] , and black phosphorus [11] , have been used to obtain the soliton pulse in the fiber lasers. It is wellknown that a typical characteristic of the soliton mode-locked lasers is the appearance of a series of discrete sidebands on their optical spectra. In 1992, Kelly firstly observed these spectral sidebands in a fiber laser and found that they follow an inverse square root dependence on the amplification period [12] . Thus, we call them Kelly sidebands. Thereafter, the nature and evolution mechanism of Kelly sidebands in the mode-locked lasers have been fully explored [13] [14] [15] .
Interestingly, apart from the Kelly sidebands, Matera et al. also proposed a dip-type sideband generation on light propagating in an optic link with periodic power variation [16] . They pointed out that the even orders of dip-type sidebands have nearly the same frequency locations as those of the Kelly sidebands within the experimental parameter range of soliton fiber lasers. Thus, it makes the experimental identification of dip-type sideband becomes very difficult. Followed by this work, Zhao et al. reported the experimental observation of dip-type sidebands on the soliton spectra of a passively mode-locked fiber laser based on the NPR [17] . They attributed the formation of dip-type sidebands to a parametric process between the soliton and dispersive waves, which caused by the strong periodic soliton energy variation in the laser cavity. Different from the Kelly sidebands, the generation of dip-type sidebands is a threshold effect and their appearance will effect on the stability of fiber laser. Then, a series of questions arised naturally: is the generation of dip-type sidebands an intrinsic feature of the mode-locked lasers? Besides the NPR mechanism, whether other mode-locked scheme can be used to obtain the dip-type sidebands or not? How many patterns of dip-type sidebands exist? And do they have high-order form like Kelly sidebands? Clearly, the exploration of these questions about the generation and evolution mechanism of dip-type sidebands will help us to understand the nature of mode-locked lasers and design the new type of ultrafast fiber laser.
Recently, a novel kind of layered nanomaterial: transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), has attracted huge interesting in the fields of material, physics, chemistry and biology due to its potential applications in optoelectronic and biological industry [18] [19] [20] [21] . In 2013, Wang et al. firstly revealed that MoS 2 nanosheet exhibits significant saturable absorption behavior [22] . Since then, TMDs including MoS 2 , MoSe 2 , MoTe 2 , WS 2 , WSe 2 , and WTe 2 have been used for mode-locked [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] or Q-switched [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] fiber lasers at the wavelength range of 0.6-2 μm owing to their broadband saturable absorption and pulse-shaping ability. Quiet recently, we obtained the dual-wavelength soliton pulse in a passively mode-locked fiber laser incorporating a WS 2 -based fiber taper, which implies that WS 2 -assisted microfiber could become a mode-locker and an excellent highly-nonlinear device simultaneously [39] . Hence, the fiber laser with the TMD-based device may be a proper tool to study the generation and dynamics evolution of dip-type sidebands.
Here, we experimentally demonstrated the direct generation of dip-type sidebands from a passively mode-locked fiber laser by using a microfiber-based WS 2 device as both a modelocker for soliton generation and an artificial polarizer for dip-type sidebands formation. By utilizing the saturable absorption and polarizing effect of the WS 2 -deposited microfiber device, apart from the conventional Kelly sidebands, six dip-sidebands patterns, namely, dipdip type, hybrid peak-dip and dip type (І, ІІ), dual-peak-dip type (І, ІІ), and nearly-flat-top type are obtained by properly adjusting the pump strength and the polarization state in the cavity. Furthermore, we found that the dynamic evolution of the dip-type sidebands along with the pump power is not reversible. Finally, we obtained the maximum depth of ~16.8 dB and ~22 dB for dual-peak-dip type І and dual-peak-dip type ІІ, respectively, and their secondorder forms. This work provides an example of the TMD-deposited microfiber device could not only be as both a mode-locker for soliton formation and but also an excellent polarizer for novel nonlinear phenomenon generation.
Preparation, characterization and optical properties of microfiber-based WS 2 device
The high-quality WS 2 nanosheets as-used in this experiment were prepared through the liquid-phase exfoliation method [32] . Initially, the solvent for dispersing WS 2 flakes is fabricated by mixing ethanol and water at the volume ratio of 30:70. The dispersions are treated for 2 hours by a high-power ultrasonic cleaner and settled for 10 hours. To remove large agglomeration, the WS 2 dispersion is centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 1 hour and its upper supernatant is collected. The concentration of WS 2 nanosheets in the solvent is about 0.1 mg/ml, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . We transfer the WS 2 solution onto a sheet of quartz glass and dry at the room temperature so as to character its property. Then, the crystalline structure of the WS 2 material was characterized by using Raman system at 514 nm. Figure 1 respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 1(d) , the nanosheets exhibit layer-like structure with the average thickness of ~25 nm, which implies that the layer number of WS 2 as-used is about 80 due to its single-layer thickness is about 0.315 nm [19, 20] .
The microfiber with the waist diameter of 11.4 μm, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), was prepared by fused taper method, as reported in our previous work [39] . Then, the WS 2 nanosheets were transferred onto the waist of microfiber by using the optical deposition method, as reported in the previous work [25, 29, 30] . In order to carry out the experiment smoothly, we packaged the microfiber-based WS 2 device by using a heat shrinkable tube, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Seen clearly from the Fig. 2 (c), the WS 2 device exhibits saturable absorption property and its saturation intensity and modulation depth is about 160 MW⁄cm 2 and 12.7%, respectively, which measured by power-dependent transmission scheme at 1550 nm. The as-used pump source is a topological insulator-assisted mode-locked fiber laser with pulse width of 500 fs and repetition rate of 15 MHz. Finally, we provided the total cavity loss of the microfiberbased WS 2 device, that is about 5 dB, which was measured with an optical power meter.
Experimental setup
The experimental scheme of the soliton mode-locked fiber laser is shown in Fig. 3 . The pump source is a fiber-pigtailed 980 nm laser diode (980-500-B-FA, LD) and transferred the energy to a piece of ~5 m Erbium-doped fiber (Core active L-900, EDF) with dispersion parameter of ~-16.3 ps /(km· nm) via a 980/1550 wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM). The length of single mode fiber (SMF) is about 20 m and its dispersion parameter is ~18 ps/(km· nm). A 10% optical coupler (OC) is used to extract the laser output. A polarization-independent isolator (ISO) is used for unidirectional operation of the fiber laser and a polarization controller (PC) is used to adjust the polarization state in the cavity, respectively. To enhance the polarization effect in the cavity, the microfiber-based WS 2 device was spliced right after the PC. The optical spectrum, pulse information and laser power obtained is measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO, AQ-6370C) with the resolution of 0.01 nm, a 1 GHz mixed oscilloscope (Tektronix MDO4054-6, 5 GHz/s) combined with a high-speed photodetector (Thorlabs PDA, 10 GHz) and an optical power meter, respectively.
Results and discussions
Before carrying out the experiment, we repeatedly studied the output characteristics of the fiber laser where no microfiber-based WS 2 device placed into the cavity. The results found that whatever adjusted the pump strength and the polarization state in a very large range, there was no mode-locking appearance.
Next, a WS 2 -deposited microfiber device was inserted into the laser cavity shown in the Fig. 2 (b) . Initially, we obtained the continuous wave (cw) operation of the laser at ~25 mW. Then, passive mode-locking state appeared at ~35 mW, as shown in Fig. 4 . As can be clearly seen from Fig. 4(a) , a typical soliton spectrum of the laser with obvious symmetric Kelly sidebands appears, which indicates that the laser operates under mode-locking state. Its half wavelength full width (FWHM) is about 5.71 nm, which implies that the pulse width of the laser may be femtosecond level based on the soliton theory [40] . Meanwhile, we provided the pulse train of the laser, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . It has a period of 102.5 ns, which matches with the cavity roundtrip time and indicates the fundamental repetition-rate of the fiber laser is ~9.76 MHz.
Interestingly, besides the conventional Kelly sidebands, six kinds of dip-type sideband could also be generated from the soliton mode-locked fiber laser by carefully adjusting the pump strength and polarization state in the cavity. In experiment, there are six kinds of dip sidebands measured, namely, dip-dip type, hybrid peak-dip and dip type (І, ІІ), dual-peak-dip type (І, ІІ), and nearly flat-top type, as shown in Fig. 5 . As the pump power increased to 60 mW, the dip-dip type sideband could be achieved by properly adjusting the orientations of PC. Figure 5(a) shows the soliton spectrum of the laser with the FWHM of 6.95 nm. It can be seen that, besides a pair of Kelly sidebands, two dips located symmetrically on the both sides of the center wavelength, which similar to that of previous report [17] . Next, let us increase the pump power to 120 mW, the dip-dip type sideband evolved dramatically into hybrid peak-dip and dip type sideband (І) shown in Fig.  5(b) . Interestingly, besides Kelly sidebands, there is a peak-dip sideband and a dip sidebandlocated on the soliton spectrum, which is different from that of previous reports. By properly rotating the PCs, we can also obtain the hybrid peak-dip and dip-type sideband (ІІ), as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Then, we increased the pump power to 310 mW and rotated the PCs, a pair of peak-dip sidebands located on the soliton spectrum shown in Fig. 5(d) . In this case, besides four pair of Kelly sidebands, a pair of peak-dip sidebands will be located symmetrically on the optical spectrum of the mode-locked pulses. Because the depth of right-dip sideband is larger than that of left-dip sideband, we call it dual-peak-dip type sideband (І), which is just opposed to the case of the dual-peak-dip type sideband (ІІ), as shown in Fig.  5(e) . Finally, let us continually increase the pump power to ∼330 mW, the peak spectral sideband and dip-type sideband suddenly disappear. In this case, we call it nearly flat-top-type sideband, as shown in Fig. 5(f) . Notably, this nearly-flat-top-type sideband with the FWHM of 8.4 nm can be kept stably until the pump power reaches to 420 mW.
Generation of various types of dip-type sideband
In this experiment, we also found that the dynamic evolution of the dip-type sideband along with the pump power was not reversible, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . In other words, the spectral sidebands exhibit different physical characteristics as the pump power increasing and the decreasing. In the next section, we would present the dynamic evolution of the modelocked pulses with dip-type sideband in the two cases of the pump power increasing and decreasing, respectively.
As the pump power gradually increases, the optical spectra of soliton pulses with dip-type sidebands evolve as follows. 1) The laser can reach the soliton mode-locking state with clear dip-type sideband when the pump power gradually reaches to 60 mW, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Hence, the generation of the dip-type sidebands is a threshold effect which appears only if the soliton intensity is greater than a certain threshold value. It can be seen that, there are several pair of Kelly sidebands located symmetrically on the soliton spectrum which implies that the fiber laser enters in the mode-locking state. Interestingly, yt can be seen that, at the long wavelength side, the Kelly sidebands show more number and larger intensity. This is because, according to the soliton theory [40] , when the laser cavity dispersion is negative, the thirdorder dispersion mainly takes effect on the leading edge of the soliton spectrum, thus, oscillation of low-frequency side becomes stronger in the whole spectrum. Notably, besides the Kelly sidebands, two pair of dip-type sidebands appeared on the optical spectrum and symmetric with respect to the central wavelength: the first one with the depth of ~7.5 dB and ~5 dB at 1561.9 nm and 1572.2 nm, respectively, the second one with the depth of 0.2 dB at 1557.8 nm and 1575.2 nm. In addition, a strong cw spike (~20 dB) appears near1564.75nm, which can be caused by the incomplete mode-locking under relatively weak pump strength. 2) The fiber laser would reach to new soliton mode-locking state with dip-type sidebands as the pump power gradually reaches to 310 mW shown in Fig. 6(b) . Different from Fig. 6(a) , at long wavelength side, the number of the Kelly sidebands decreases but their intensity still increases. This is because, as the pump power increases, nonlinear effect significantly enhances and offset the part of third-order dispersion, thus weakens the role of the third-order dispersion. Once again, a pair of dip-type sidebands with the depth of ~10 dB and ~3 dB located at 1561.3 nm and 1572 nm, respectively. Naturaly, there was a diminished cw spike (~10 dB) at 1564.7 nm. 3) The laser remains the soliton mode-locking state with dip-type sideband as the pump power gradually reaches to 320 mW shown in Fig. 6(c) . Compare to the Fig. 6(b) , at the long wavelength side, the number of the Kelly sidebands can be seen clearly and their intensity increases. Here, a pair of dip-type sideband with the depth of ~10 dB and ~3 dB located at 1560.9 nm and 1571.8 nm, respectively. Notably, there is no cw spike exists on the whole optical spectrum. It should note that, there is only a dip-peak sideband with the depth of ~6 dB at 1582 nm, its formation needs further exploration in section 4.2. 4) The laser evolves into another soliton mode-locking state with dip-type sideband as the pump power reaches to 330 mW, as shown in Fig. 6(d) . Different from the Fig. 6(c) , in the whole spectrum, the Kelly sidebands almost disappear, especially at the long wavelength side, and their intensity significantly weakens, which means that the role of the cavity nonlinearity has been dominant. In addition, a pair of dip-type sidebands with the same depth of ~1 dB still located at1561.5 nm and 1572.3 nm, respectively. After that, the shape of the spectrum remains unchanged as the pump power is eventually reach to 420 mW.
In experiment, we also found that the optical spectra of soliton pulses with dip-type sideband shows different characteristics as the pump power gradually decreases. 1) The laser operates still in the soliton mode-locking state with clear dip-type sideband when the pump power reaches to 420 mW shown in Fig. 7(a) . Similar to the Fig. 6(d) , a pair of dip-type sidebands with the same depth of ~1 dB located at 1561.4 nm and 1572.2 nm, respectively. 2) The laser enters into new soliton mode-locking state with dip-type sidebands when the pump power gradually reaches to 180 mW as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Similar to the Fig. 6(c) , a pair of dip-type sidebands with the depth of ~10 dB and ~3 dB located at 1560.6 nm and 1571.6 nm, respectively. Clearly, there was also a diminished cw spike (~10 dB) at 1564.7 nm.
3) The laser enters the new mode-locking state with dip-type sidebands as the pump power gradually reaches to 120 mW illustrated in Fig. 7(c) . Notably, compared to the Fig. 6(b) , there is only a pair of dip-type sidebands with the weakening of the depth of ~4 dB and ~2 dB located at 1559.8 nm and 1571.8 nm, respectively. 4) The fiber laser evolves into another soliton modelocking state with dip-type sideband as the pump power continually decreases from 120 mW to 50 mW shown in Fig. 7(d) . Here, there is only a pair of dip-type sidebands with the same depth of ~8 dB located at 1559.4 nm and 1572 nm, respectively. Thereafter, the laser enters into cw state as the pump power continually reduced. Fig. 6 . The optical spectrum evolution of the dip-sideband soliton with the pump power increasing, Red dashed box marks the top of dip-type sideband spectra. '*' marks dip sideband. Fig. 7 . The optical spectrum evolution of the dip-sideband soliton with the pump power decreasing, Red dashed box marks the top of dip-type sideband spectra and their second-order forms.
The depth of dip-type sidebands and its second-order form
To further reveal the physical nature of the dip-type sidebands, we focus our discussion on its depth evolution and second-order form as follows. By carefully adjusting the PC, the depth of dip-type sideband would gradually increase with the pump power increasing shown in Fig. 8 . In experiment, we achieved the maximum depth of ~16.8 dB and ~22 dB for dual-peak-dip type І and dual-peak-dip type ІІ, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , respectively. The study found that the generation of the dip-type sidebands is attributed to the effect of four-wave mixing between the soliton and dispersive wave which caused by the strong periodic energy exchange in the fiber laser [17] . Thus, if the laser energy flows from the soliton to the dispersive wave, a dipsideband would be generated from the fiber laser.
Furthermore, we also obtained the second-order form of dual-peak-dip type І by properly adjusting the PC and pump power shown in Fig. 9 . We noticed that the high-order form of dual-peak-dip type І always appeared at the long-wavelength side. As mentioned in 4.1, according to the soliton theory [40] , when the laser cavity dispersion is negative, the highorder dispersion mainly takes effect on the leading-edge of the soliton spectrum, thus, the oscillation of the long-wavelength side becomes stronger in the spectrum. We believe that, if the pump power is bigger, there will be more high-order form can be found in the future work. Fig. 8 . The depth of the hybrid peak-dip and dip-type sideband (І) and (ІІ). Fig. 9 . The second-order form of the dual-peak-dip type (І), Green dashed box marks the left dip-peak sideband, blue dashed box marks the right dip-peak sideband and its second-order form.
The formation mechanism of dip-type sidebands
To understand the formation mechanism of the dip-type sidebands in our laser cavity, we noticed that dip-type sidebands always appeared along with the vector solitons generation in the fiber lasers based on many mode-locked schemes, such as SESAM [41] , carbon nanotubes [42] , graphene [43] , and NALM [44] . It is found that, vector soliton can be generated in the fiber lasers through polarization effect or cross phase modulation when one or more optical fields are launched into the cavity, respectively. For the former, it needs the coupling between two orthogonally polarized components of a single optical field and can be achieved by a single circle cavity. For the latter, it usually needs the coupling between the two or more different optical fields and can be achieved by the two-cavity laser, such as NALM scheme. As mentioned above, several groups have indirectly observed the dip-type sidebands by inserting a polarizer outside the cavity to resolve the orthogonally polarized components [41] [42] [43] . Furthermore, they found that the dip-type sidebands always appeared in the vertical axis of polarized components, which corresponds to the s-polarization [43] . To observe the diptype sidebands directly, Zhao et al. proposed a soliton mode-locked fiber laser by exploiting the NPR, which consists of two PCs and a polarization-dependent isolator [17] . However, it is surprised that stable dip-type sidebands still generate in our fiber laser even no polarizer exists. The reason is simply explained as follows.
So far, there are four common polarizers exist, namely, sheet polarizer operated by anisotropic absorption media, prism polarizer operated by refraction, Brewster-angle polarizer operated by reflection [45] , and in-line fiber polarizer which relies on polarization-selective coupling between the evanescent field and birefringent crystal [46] or metal [47] . Compared with conventional polarizers, the in-line fiber polarizer is easily compatibility with most fibreoptic systems. In 2011, Bao et al. demonstrated a broadband graphene-based fiber polarizer by utilizing the interaction of evanescent field between side-polished fiber and graphene [48] . They found that the polarizer exhibits a strong s-polarization effect. Besides side-polished fiber, Luo et al. also fabricated a graphene polarizer by optically depositing graphene onto the microfiber [49] . Through these works, we found that the formation of the polarizationselective property of the fiber polarizer is related to the evanescent field interaction of optical field with graphene. Interestingly, similar to graphene, we also revealed that WS 2 nanosheet itself shows huge third-order nonlinearity and facilitates the multi-wavelength soliton pulse generation [39] . In this experiment, we fabricated a microfiber and optically deposited the few-layer WS 2 onto it, the structure of tapered fiber and WS 2 nanosheet itself will enhance the evanescent field interaction of optical field with WS 2 together. In the deposition process, the wide distribution of WS 2 nanosheets on the microfiber may also leads to the asymmetric absorption of the WS 2 device. Therefore, we can expect that, if WS 2 nanosheets were optically transferred onto a microfiber, the device will exhibit a strong polarization effect and form an artificial in-line fiber polarizer. By taking advantage of the WS 2 fiber polarizer, we obtained several kinds of dip-type sideband and their high-order forms, which was obviously different from the previous reports [41] [42] [43] [44] . It should note that, compared with the effect of shrinkable tube, the microfiber-based WS 2 device should play a more important role for the generation of dip-type sidebands. Furthermore, to verify whether the dip-type sidebands caused by the microfiberbased WS 2 device, we tested the operation characteristic of the fiber laser without incorporating it in the cavity. By adjusting the pump strength and the cavity polarization state in a wide range, there is no mode-locking generation. Thus, this microfiber-based WS 2 device may act as a polarizer and a mode-locker in the cavity simultaneously, which facilitates the direct generation of the dip-type sidebands.
Finally, two points should be noted: 1) According to the previous works [48, 49] , the polarization-selective property of the WS 2 fiber polarizer is similar to the graphene-based TE polarizer, as shown in the Fig. 10(a) . This can be attributed to their the same level of high nonlinearity and similar tapered structure. 2) Since the microfiber-based WS 2 device can be viewed as a virtual polarizer, the whole setup in the cavity is equivalent to the NPR, as shown in the Fig. 10(b) . Then, a question will be arised naturally: what is the mode-locking mechanism in the cavity? We believe that, WS 2 SA should play an important role for the soliton pulse generation according to its saturable absorption property, shown in Fig. 2(c) . In addition, further investigation with full theoretical analysis on whether the NPR mechanism or hybrid mode-locking exists is still required in future work.
Conclusion
We experimentally achieved the direct generation of dip-type sidebands from a soliton modelocked fiber laser incorporating with a microfiber-based WS 2 device. The WS 2 -deposited microfiber could both operate as a mode-locker for soliton generation and induce a strong polarization effect to constitute an artificial polarizer for dip-type sidebands formation. By utilizing the saturable absorption and polarizing effect of the WS 2 -deposited microfiber, six kinds of dip-sidebands, that is, dip-dip type, hybrid peak-dip and dip type (І, ІІ), dual-peakdip type (І, ІІ), and nearly flat-top type was obtained by carefully adjusting the pump power and the polarization state in the cavity. In experiment, we found that the dynamic evolution of the dip-type sideband along with the pump power is not reversible. Furthermore, we also achieved the maximum depth of ~16.8 dB and ~22 dB for dual-peak-dip type І and dual-peakdip type ІІ, respectively, and their second-order forms. Our study indicates that the microfiber-based WS 2 device could be as an excellent optoelectronic device for studying a great deal of nonlinear phenomena.
